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WELCOME  TO  THE  ISSUE  (number  21)   

The Scottish Council on Archives celebrated the organisation's ten year anniversary in 2012. 
However none of our projects, events or activities would be possible without our friends and 
colleagues across Scotland, throughout the UK and abroad. We want to take this opportunity to 
thank you for your time, hard work, participation and support.  
 
It is difficult to ignore the fact that Christmas is well and truly in full swing. The Scottish Council 
on Archives have decided to embrace all things festive and have created an entire Christmas in 
the Archives section of the website (more details on the next page). Issue 21 of Broadsheet is 
also bursting with seasonal treats, including holly and ivy from the Royal Botanic Gardens Edin-
burgh (page 4), news of a blockbuster exhibition celebrating Glasgow in 2014 (page 5) and a 
few filthy karrells (page 10). We even have some coal (page 8), of sorts, for the less well-
behaved amongst us… 
 
Broadsheet and the Scottish Council on Archives wish you the very best for Christmas and the 
new year and, as always, thanks for reading! 
 

The Editorial Team 
www.scottisharchives.org.uk 

Follow us  @ScotsArchives 
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http://www.scottisharchives.org.uk
https://twitter.com/#!/ScotsArchives


LLOYDS BANKING  

GROUP ARCHIVES 

TSB Christmas Advert 1946 

ON THE COVER                      

IMAGES CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: The Glasgow School of Art ‘Mr Cosmo Christ-

mas Card’ (1953), Diageo Archive ‘Gordon’s Gin Advertising Poster’ (1952), 

Glasgow City Archives ‘Christmas Bazaar at Copland and Lye Department 

Store’ (c1930), Scottish Borders Council Archives ‘Recipe from Woman's 

Weekly Magazine’ (1905), East Dunbartonshire Leisure & Culture Trust 

‘Christmas Day Gifts Certificate’ (1915) and Lothian Health Services Archive 

‘Bruntsfield Hospital Decorated for Christmas’ (1931). Visit the Christmas in the 

Archives gallery for more pictures.  

The Scottish Council on Archives 
has published a new section of 
their website dedicated to all 
things festive. Christmas in the 
Archives is a winter wonderland 
of beautiful images and fascinat-
ing records from Scottish collec-
tions.  
 
You will find recipes for Snow 
Creame (based on a 1666 docu-
ment in the archives of Glamis 
Castle), the perfect Plum Pudding 
(originally seen in Women’s 
Weekly Magazine, 1905, courtesy 
of the Scottish Borders Council 
archives) and how about washing 
it all down with an Icy Gin Fizz 

(inspired by an original Gordon’s Gin advertising poster, dating from 1952, from the 
Diageo Archive). 
 
Plus if the stress of planning your perfect Christmas is getting a bit much, why not 
download our foolproof festive guide. Offering helpful tips on everything from taste-
ful decorations and the work party, to entertainment ideas and surviving the Scottish 
weather—you can’t go wrong. Lastly, the website also plays host to our interactive 
Christmas tree glittering with baubles designed using documents, photographs, illus-
trations and various other items and records from Scotland’s archives.     

http://www.scottisharchives.org.uk/discover/christmas/gallery
http://www.scottisharchives.org.uk/discover/christmas
http://www.scottisharchives.org.uk/discover/christmas
http://www.scottisharchives.org.uk/discover/christmas/food
http://www.scottisharchives.org.uk/discover/christmas/guide


Describe Archives in three words. 
Crucial, interesting and complicated. 
 

Why Archives? 
I found my way into archive sector almost by accident! My 
background is in archaeology - I worked for a time behind 
the scenes at the National Museums of Scotland - but I 
also had a post graduate qualification in Library and Infor-
mation Studies which led to a job working in the Library at 
RBGE. It was clear that the RBGE Archives, which are un-
der the Library’s wing, needed a bit of work and I was in-
terested in doing that. However, as soon as I started re-
packaging, listing and researching it became obvious that 
I’d need a qualification and training. I enrolled on the Uni-
versity of Dundee’s excellent distance learning course and 
completed my Diploma in 2010. 
 

What projects are you working on at the moment? 
I’m working on completing the catalogue of the plant col-
lector Joseph Rock, and have just put a small display to-
gether in the RBGE Library foyer featuring his photographs 
and diaries produced in southwest China between around 
1920 and 1950. I’m also repackaging photographs taken by 
the plant collectors George Sherriff and Frank Ludlow in 
Tibet and Bhutan with a view to beginning their catalogue 
soon.  
 

The catalogue of the mighty behemoth that is the archives 
of the Botanical Society of Scotland also needs completing 
– I should have started with some smaller collections! 
 

What do you feel are the main challenges currently faced 
by the sector? 
Shortage of funding, leading to a shortage of qualified 
staff, leading to a shortage in time to do everything that 
needs doing. I could add to this a lack of understanding of 
how important archive work is. 

 

What do you feel are the main strengths of the sector? 
The fact that it’s the sort of profession that attracts peo-
ple that really want to be doing it - I’ve never met another 
archivist that hasn’t been 100 per cent committed to their 
job, extremely knowledgeable and helpful. 
 

If you had an unlimited budget what would you do? 
Employ another archivist, purchase archival software and 
enable the accessibility of more of our incredible collec-
tions. We have so much material that would be of interest 
to people outside the world of botany and it deserves to 
be more widely available. 
 

What has been the highlight of your career so far? 
In 2003 I was able to travel to China with a team of our 
horticulturists to the RBGE Field Station in the mountains 
of Yunnan province. We have a few collections produced 
by plant collectors in this part of the world, so to actually 
see the visit places I’d only seen in sepia photographs or 
described in 100 year old letters was fantastic. It also gave 
me an appreciation of how lucky I am to be able to work 
with these collections.  
 

Do you have a favourite item, record or story? 
It’s a story relating to one of the plant collectors in China 
again; Scots-born George Forrest (1873-1932). I usually 
tell this story when doing tours and use Forrest’s own 
hand drawn map to illustrate how, in 1905, he had to es-
cape from Tibetans riled at the Western and Chinese in-
trusion into their territory. Forrest had to flee from armed 
men and stay in hiding during the day. His nights were 
spent in futile attempts at leaving the area whilst being 
blocked and tracked at every turn. Forrest eventually 
found some sympathetic locals who disguised him and led 
him to safety along a perilous mountain path - nail biting 
stuff! 

Leonie Paterson is the Archivist at the 

Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh 

(RBGE). Most of Leonie’s time is spent 

answering enquiries, producing images 

and some public outreach work such as 

talks and exhibitions. However, the long

-term goal is to produce a complete 

catalogue of RBGE holdings to be pub-

lished online.  

INTERVIEW 

LEONIE PATTERSON 
Archivist 

Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh 

PAGE 4 Background Image: Holly photographed on a 

printing block c1890s (Paxton Collection, RBGE)  



GLASGOW:  
AN ENLIGHTENED CITY 

EXHIBITION FOR 2014 

To mark one of the greatest international sporting events, Glasgow 
Life will welcome the Commonwealth Games to the city in 2014 
with an exhibition at Kelvingrove Museum. Focussing on Glasgow’s 
impressive and rapid growth, both in size and global significance, 
during the 18th to mid 19th centuries, the exhibition will also look at 
the city’s Georgian forefathers.  
 

What makes this exhibition different is our aim to draw together 
different disciplines, collections and professions to showcase the 
city’s rich and varied history – such an undertaking has not been 
attempted for nigh on a century. You can expect to see paintings, 
historical costume, portraits and recreated room interiors, all com-
bined with the unique resources of the Glasgow City Archives such 
as letters, travellers’ recollections, diaries and commentaries. Fur-
thermore, we hope that discussions with some private collections 
and other national organisations, like the National Records of Scot-
land, will further enrich the exhibition.  
 

It is hoped that this collaborative process – uniting an en-
tire city’s history – will encourage visitors to use museum 
and archive collections and discover more about their 
city, their lives and their ancestors. There has been work 
with family history societies to encourage this process 
and develop ideas.  
 

The exhibition, along with a programme of public events 
and publications, will open in April 2014 and run for about 
six months. However, if we are successful there will also 
be a lasting legacy. One that enables residents, the Scot-
tish population and, indeed, the 
wider world understand and appreci-
ate their heritage and the history of 
this great city. 
 

By ANTHONY LEWIS 
Glasgow Life Museums 

Images © Culture Sport Glasgow 

CIC Glasgow Museums Collection  
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Document and seals before treatment 

© National Records of Scotland Conservation Department 
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An urgent request for a digital image brought an interesting object to my attention. Unfortunately the document was 
not in the best of shape to be imaged immediately and it required some conservation care. 
 
Dated 10 November 1547 and written in Latin, it is an Agreement between Anna, Countess of Oldenburg and Del-
menhorst, and Mary, Queen of Scots, for a truce for 10 years and cessation of privateering between Scots and East 
Frisians. It was signed and sealed at Emden by the Countess and five East Frisians. It is written in iron-gall ink on a 
parchment 545x255mm in size. Six seals had been appended to the charter; the seal reliefs are set in a plain beeswax 
collar and the reliefs are either in red (the Countess’ seal) or black/green colour. The parchment tags are folded in 
the European style meaning that one tag emerges from the seal at a 90 degree angle whilst one is left straight.  
 
The document was heavily soiled with both surface and ingrained soil to the seals and parchment. It had been folded 
in two and quite worn and creased, with a large part on the right side missing - possibly due to rodent damage. Fur-
thermore, some areas were smudged and stained by water damage and the ink faded in places. Some areas were 
abraded, especially where the document is folded.  
 
The seals were in equally poor condition with one missing com-
pletely and another broken in half, with one part still attached to the 
parchment tag (themselves twisted and bent). The rest of the seals 
had various degrees of damage and loss of material, making them 
vulnerable to further harm. 
 
The first step in the conservation 
process was to lightly clean the 
parchment using vulcanised rubber 
and a brush. Meanwhile, the surface 
of the seals, thickly coated with dirt, 
required deionised water, soft 
brushes and cotton wool swabs. Af-
ter cleaning it was possible to finally 
see the actual colour of the seal re-
liefs. (Continues on next page) 



We then had to flatten the parchment. In or-
der to decrease the planar distortion, the 
charter was humidified and relaxed using 
Gore-tex® ‘sandwich’ method. The Gore-
tex® membrane only allows vapours to 
penetrate through and therefore the parch-
ment can be gently humidified without 
soaking. The relaxed parchment was then 
pressed between felts and boards and left 

slowly to dry under a light weight.  
 

Following these major stages, additional mini-
mal repairs were required. Some torn and badly 

creased tags were slightly relaxed and damage 
consolidated using gold beater's skin - the outer 

membrane of calf's intestine parchment traditionally 
used in the process of making gold leaf - and technical 

grade gelatine was used as adhesive. This repair material 
was selected for its reversibility and sympathetic nature to 

parchment. Pure beeswax was used to repair and consolidate the 
damaged seals and, in order to prevent further damage, the sharp edges, 

cracks and vulnerable areas were further reinforced.  
 
The document is now stored in a custom made box with Plastazote® support for both the seals and the parchment. It was suc-
cessfully imaged and a digital print mounted and framed for a VIP visit to Saxony. The past is always present! 
 

By JOHANA LANGEROVA ACR 
Conservator, National Records of Scotland  

Document and seals after treatment 

© National Records of Scotland Conservation Department PAGE 7 



The Scottish Coal Collections Group (SCCG) was estab-
lished by representatives from over 30 organisations who 
hold material relating to coal mining in Scotland. It exists 
to gather collection level descriptions for as many of 
these collections as possible and has created a website to 
provide a single point of reference for researchers inter-
ested in this important aspect of Scotland’s industrial 
past, as well as for professionals working with coal mining 
collections. 
 

Coal Stories aims to take this one stage further by setting 
up a mechanism to host digitally recorded oral history 
material. A pilot phase is currently being developed by 
partners from the Royal Commission on the Ancient and 
Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS), the Na-
tional Mining Museum Scotland and East Lothian Muse-
ums Service in collaboration with Scran. Coal Stories is 
looking to source relevant digital oral history material 
held by institutions and individuals with coal collections 
across Scotland. This material will be hosted by Scran with 
links to contributing institutions, and will be promoted as 
a valuable educational resource.   
 

Scran is a learning website offering cross-searchable ac-
cess to a vast library of copyright-cleared images, videos 
and sounds from museums, galleries, archives and the 
media. The service is already used by teachers and stu-
dents in primary and secondary schools, colleges and uni-
versities. Access is also available through a large number 
of Scottish local authority library services.   
 

Interested institutions and individuals holding digitised 
coal mining oral history material are encouraged to sub-
mit highlights from their collections to the project, ideally 
extracts from interviews edited down to between one to 
four minutes in length. Guidance can be provided on ap-
propriate technical standards, captioning and tagging of 
material. The Coal Stories hub will form part of the Scran 
database meaning it can be added to and reinterpreted 
indefinitely, keeping the voices of those involved in Scot-
land’s coal mining industry ‘alive’.   
 

Contributors retain copyright of their material once it be-
comes part of the Scran database. The records can be 
searched using free text, geographical location, subject, 
media and project. As part of this project, all new oral his-
tory clips will be made available with full transcriptions in 
the caption text and relevant links to carefully selected 
websites. Complementary material, such as photographs, 

COAL STORIES 
A Hub to Showcase Oral History Relating to Scottish Coal Mining 

can also be uploaded to provide context to oral histories. 
Each oral history clip will provide a signpost to where 
original full interviews are archived for people wishing to 
undertake further research. 
 

The first phase of the project is underway and there are 
plans to showcase work to date and discuss potential next 
steps at a Coal Stories workshop being held in February 
2013. 
 

If you would like more information about the project or 
are interested in contributing please get in touch with 
Miriam McDonald (miriam.mcdonald@rcahms.gov.uk) or   

Helen Foster(helen.foster@rcahms.gov.uk) 
 

By HELEN FOSTER 

Education Officer RCAHMS  

Images: Photographs of former miners John Kane 

(top) and Walter Porteous, whose oral history inter-

views have been included in the project © Na-

tional Mining Museum Scotland 
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ST  ANDREWS  UNIVERSITY  SPECIAL  COLLECTIONS 
Archive Catalogue Now Online 

PAGE 9 

St Andrews University Special Collections is pleased to be able to say, at last, that our long-awaited Archive Catalogue 
is now online. It’s taken a while, as our regular users will know, but it was finally launched at the Friends of the Library 
lecture, given by Douglas Dunn, on 22nd November. Douglas’s extensive archive of papers, letters and notebooks are 
included in the catalogue.  
 

The catalogue is now available to search here. It contains all the records which were in the old Manuscripts Database, 
and many more, amounting to over 50,000 records in all. You can find both manuscripts and muniments in there, 
though not all our collections are catalogued, and many are only listed at collection level and so don’t yet contain de-
tailed records. We are constantly working to add more records and also to convert our old hard-copy lists to digital 
format and put them into the database too, so the catalogue will continue to expand and improve. 
 

Sophisticated searching is possible and there is a page of hints and tips on how to make the most of the search func-
tions. You can also browse through the records for each collection using the hierarchical tree, which allows you to see 
the organisation of the collection and how each item fits into this context.  
 

Of course there are too many highlights to mention them all but I have found a few items on a Christmas theme. The 
records of the papermaker and philanthropist, Sir David Russell, include a charming sample card design (background 
image). There is a lovely illustration of holly and ivy from a Victorian commonplace book and a written score of the 
music for a new Christmas carol, Midwinter Now It Is (1946), by Cedric Thorpe Davie, a composer who was master of 
music at St Andrews University for 30 years. Lastly, a fan made by Roberta McIntosh as a Christmas present in 1862 
displays her artistic capabilities, a talent she utilised when illustrating her brother William’s work on marine inverte-
brates and other artistic creations. You can read more about Roberta’s work on the St Andrews Special Collections 
blog, Echoes from the Vault. 
 

There are more cards, festive advertisements, recollections of student Christmas dinners and religious manuscripts all 
listed in the catalogue. These are only a very few examples - please have a look yourself and tell us what you think. 
Happy Christmas! 

By MAIA SHERIDAN 
Manuscripts Archivist, University of St Andrews 

http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/library/specialcollections/search/
https://pacific.st-andrews.ac.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=0&dsqSearch=%28%28%28text%29%3D%27Miss%27%29AND%28%28text%29%3D%27Betty%27%29AND%28%28text%29%3D%27Seabrook%27%29%29
https://pacific.st-andrews.ac.uk/dserve/dserve.exe?dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=0&dsqSearch=%28AltRefNo%3D%27ms38885%27%29
https://pacific.st-andrews.ac.uk/dserve/dserve.exe?dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=0&dsqSearch=%28%28%28text%29%3D%27midwinter%27%29AND%28%28text%29%3D%27now%27%29AND%28%28text%29%3D%27it%27%29AND%28%28text%29%3D%27is%27%
http://standrewsrarebooks.wordpress.com/2012/12/10/52-weeks-of-inspiring-illustrations-week-25-the-commonplace-book-of-roberta-mcintosh/
https://pacific.st-andrews.ac.uk/dserve/dserve.exe?dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=4&dsqSearch=%28%28%28text%29%3D%27esperanto%27%29AND%28%28text%29%3D%27card%27%29%29
https://pacific.st-andrews.ac.uk/dserve/dserve.exe?dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=0&dsqSearch=%28AltRefNo%3D%27ms38659%2F1%27%29
https://pacific.st-andrews.ac.uk/dserve/dserve.exe?dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=0&dsqSearch=%28AltRefNo%3D%27msLF1110.L2*%27%29
https://pacific.st-andrews.ac.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=10&dsqSearch=%28%28text%29%3D%27psalter%27%29


A festive display from the National Records of Scotland traces how Scots have celebrated Christmas, or not, over the centu-
ries. Seasonal documents follow the theme from frolics at the court of King James IV in 1503, through the sixteenth century 
suppression of yuletide celebrations by the Church of Scotland and on to early examples of Christmas cards, goose dinners 
and pantomime.  
 

Included is a minute book from St Nicholas Kirk Session, Aberdeen, that shows how 
Christmas celebrations were an illicit pleasure in post-Reformation Scotland. In an 
entry from December 1574, fourteen women were admonished for playing, danc-
ing and singing "fylthy karrells on youll day". Other profane Christmas activities that 
kirk sessions apparently failed to eliminate were playing cards and dice, masked 
dancing with bells, selling yule loaves, cross-dressing and 'extraordinary drinking'.  
 

Christmas has also been traced in the Statutory Registers of birth, marriage and death to throw some light on festive names 
given to Scottish babies, Christmas as a surname and Christmas day marriages. We found 1,538 children with the first or 
middle name 'Angel', 2,207 named 'Noel', 328 named 'Star', 2,525 named 'Gabriel' and a whopping 28,726 named 'Carol'. 
One boy, born in 1901, was given the middle name 'Bethlehem'. 

 

The free display runs from 3 December 2012 to 18 January 2013, Monday 
- Friday 9:00 - 16:30, in General Register House. Please note that the Na-
tional Records of Scotland will be closed on 25 and 26 December 2012 
and on 1 and 2 January 2013.  

By JENNY CUTTS 
Online Resources Archivist, National Records of Scotland 

FYLTHY KARRELLS, CROSS DRESSING AND  

EXTRAORDINARY DRINKING:  
CELEBRATING SCOTLAND’S CHRISTMASES PAST 

Christmas celebrations 

were an illicit pleasure in 

post-Reformation Scotland 

One boy, born in 1901, was given 

the middle name 'Bethlehem' 

St Nicholas Kirk Session Minute Book (1562-1578) 

© National Records of Scotland 
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